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Viewpoint
Note No. 142 May 1998

Mitigating Risks in Power Reform-
A New World Bank Lending Approach
Power sector reform in the Indian state of Haryana

Djamil .llostL'azi The World Bank has agreed to support power sector reforms in Haryana with a new type of lending

instrument-the adaptable program loan-recently approved by its board of directors. Under this

approach, being applied for the first time, the Bank will provide a series of loans totaling US$600

million over eight to ten years, but will commit the loans only when the state government has

reached agreed milestones. This approach allows the state government milestones-not the

covenants of standard World Bank loans-to determine the timing of controversial actions. The

flexibility is intended to improve the reform program's chances of success and avoid the stop-start

lending pattern that has characterized the Bank's past lending to state electricity boards. This

Note explains Haryana's reform strategy and how the adaptable program loan applies. Haryana's

reform could have an important demonstration effect.

The powNer sector of the northern Indian state particulIarly political ones. The sector is domi-

of Harvana is in pool physical and financial con- nated by the Harvana State Electricity Board, a

dition. To put the sector on more solid footing. state-owVned, integrated utility with a monopoly

the state government has announced a ten-year on transmission and distribution. (Although

programii of comprehensive reform to restore its generation was opened to private independent

creditworthiness, create an environment condu- power producers in the early 1990s, there N-ere

cive to private investment, and eliminate the no takers. Project sponsors were unw-illing to

poecr cleficit. The government will create an enter the market given the pow-er offtaker's

independent regulatory commission, unbundle dismal financial condition and the federal

the sector, privatize distribution, and rely on the government's unwillingness to extend sover-

private sector to create acdditional generation ca- eign guarantees.) As Harvana's policymakers

pacity. It w ill also rationalize tariffs, notably for nowv largely recognize, the root cause of the

pow,ver supplied to agricultture, the state's domlli- sector's problems is the lack of a commmercial

nant sector. The strategy is expected to help outlook in operations ancl investment and the

moobilize about UlSS5 billion in investment in multiplicity of goals the Board has to pursue

generation, transmission, ancl distribution from (box 1). The Board has been required to charge

independent power producers, distribu-tors, cen- low tariffs to farmers and residential consuLml-

tral and regional utilities. and Hary,ana's state- ers and to refrain from using normal remedies

ovned central utilities. to collect bills and to eliminate large nonteclh-

nical losses. Over the vears the Board has been

Implementing the reform program will be comii- transformed into an extension of the state

plex, however, ancl wvill entail significant risks, governmnent.
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2 Mitigating Risks in Power Reform-A New World Bank Lending Approach

rating the Board into a generation com-pany, a
transmission company, and several distribution
companies. Initially the industry structure will
f olow the single-buyer model; later, it is ex-

TheHaranaStte lecrictyBoad, stteownd, nteraed tiltypected to evolve to wholesale competiition.

Third, the government will privatize distriu -
demnd or lecricty.Powr sorage exeed25 ercnt ostngtion and rely on the private sector to develop
Haran's coomysoeUS35milio toUS400milio ayea, .0additional generating capacity through a

t45pc Tofthe grossstatefdormesticroduct roreightyeacompetitive bidding process. It may also allow
Bpower imports from neighboting states and fron

wcrasThe about2,409 mpregawatsi r m a n d Nepal. The distribution companies, which serve
about 3 million consumers, will be privatized
through the sale of equity to private strategic

SystemFlossesiareestimathe tovexeedn40m rent al mrel an ainvestors, with the state keeping a miniority ele-
half are nontechnical osses (unmetered and unbilledsupply,uity stake. The first privatization shouldn be comtp-
uncollectbils wer thefthfera. Powne sta s goperatenat o pleted by the middle of 1999 and the rest before
anaverageloaato y aute 5 pert meatiny as agrest shofthe end of 2001. There is growing consensus in
poorbphysicalconditite low qity of eoalitsirngu er a India that privatizing distribution is the best
supplye(duesin parttothecBoard' poor payment rtway-if not the only way-to reduce the huge

nontechnical losses plaguing the sector. Gen-
eration and transmission assets may also he con-

By Mrch198 theBoad hd acumuate finncil lssesof oresidered for privatization in the long run. In the
tha US850milion ithada ngatve ort ofUS$2 mllin, ndshort term, however, the government of Har-yana
overue iablites t suplirs mosty blk uppiersof uelandprefers to focus its privatization efforts on what

electricity)Sexceeecd,US$2n the pt eigt y ne stene sis most essential to the success of the reform-
hasgranted theipower sectoranmo Us$1ion, d ion d t a- odistribution. Success on that front is expected

indrec susides,equvaentto bou 70peren ofthestae'sfisalto ease later privatization efforts in generation
and transmission.

Fourth, hulk power, transmission, and retail tar-
iffs will he rebalanced. Over the next four years

The reform strategy retail tariffs will be progressively adjusted to
restore the creditworthiness of the utilities and

The comprehensive reform program announced to reduce the subsidies given to agr-icultural
by the state government has five main features. and dlomestic users. By 2001-02 utilities should

achieve a return on net worth of at least 16
First, the government will develop an autono- percent, with a self-financing ratio oil at least
mous regulatory agency that will issue licenses 20 percent.
to transmission and distribution companies and
regulate the tariffs and performance of power Finally, the sector will undergo comprehensive
utilities, whether owned by the government or financial restructuring. The state governmenLt
the private sector. Creating this agency should will forgo its equity and loans to cover accu-
be a major step in depoliticizing the sector and mulated losses, write off losses and contingent
reducing interference by the state government, liabilities, and provide temporary support to
especially in tariffs, the new utilities. In addition, the Board will

discuss with its creditors the possibility of re-
Second, the government will unbundle genera- scheduling some current liabilities and other
tion, transmission, and distrihution, thus sepa- obligations. This financial workout would in-
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volve restructuring about US$1 billion of liabili- And third, the utilities must be allowed to
ties. But after 2002 the power sector will be function as autonomous, accountable, and com-
able to meet its debt service obligations and mercial entities without any external daily in-
become a net contributor to the state budget terference or micromanagement. They should
by paying returns on the state's equity. be expected to pursue only commercial and

efficiency objectives; they should not be ex-
Under the investnment program new generation pected to pursue any social objectives that the
capacity will be developed by central and re- state government may have and that in any case
gional utilities (20 to 30 percent of the addi- would be better achieved through other means.
tional capacity needed) and private interests (70
to 80 percent). Rehabilitating the existing gen- The complexity of the reform poses another
eration facilities and rehabilitating and expand- important risk. The program will be both tech-
ing the transmission and distribution network nically and administratively challenging, as
will require about US$1.8 billion. Funding will demonstrated by a similar reform program
come from the World Bank (33 percent), bilat- launched about two years ago in the Indian
eral donors (14 percent), tlle Haryana state gov-
ernment (16 percent), and internal resources
generated by the new power companies (12 per- There is a growing consensus in India
cent), with private equity and Indian and for-
eign commercial banks providing the balance. tat privatizing distribution is the
Implementation risks best way to reduce huge nontechnical
The success of the proposed reforms hinges power losses.
on the state government's ability to achieve
three main goals.

state of Orissa and partly funded by the World
First, the state government must be able to sig- Bank. The proposed changes are based on
nificantly increase tariffs over the next four years, concepts and mechanisms new to most of the
especially for electricity supplied to agriculture, people who will have to implement them. The
which accounts for about 45 percent of the mar- program will require increased institutional
ket (compared with 23 percent for industry and capacitv and a new management culture and
19 percent for residential consumers). Haryana attitudes. Full implementation will take about
is one of the few states in India in which power ten years. Among the complex issues that the
rates for agriculture are more than the roughly government of Haryana will have to address:
1.3 U.S. cents per kilowatt-hour minimum set * Moving from an integrated, monopoly utility
by a conference of chief ministers at the end of to a structure in which several generating
1996. Most states still provide farmers with free companies, a transmission company, and sev-
power (as in Punjab and Tamil Nadcu) or chaige eral distributioIn coimipaInies will trade power
them less than the minimum. and operate on a commercial basis.

Moving from a culture dominated by engi-
Second, the state government must be able to neering and technical performance stan-
privatize distribution. The move toward priva- dards, physical targets, administrative
tization will generate forceful opposition from controls, and a complex system of account-
different constituencies and on various grounds: ability to a culture in which the overarching
ideology, employee fears of layoffs, concern principles, beyond technical excellence, will
about undue increases in tariffs, and unwill- be quality of service, custonmer satisfaction,
ingness among vested interests to give up their economic and financial efficiency, and clear
benefits. accountability.
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• Moving from a regulatory mechanism in to reconcile the need for early support with
which the key players are the state govern- the risk that the reform could be slowed or
ment and the State Electricity Board to a regu- even reversed. The Bank's past experience in
latory mechanism based on an autonomous lending to state electricity boards has been dis-
commission acting independently, following appointing: of about US$1,800 million in loans
quasi-judicial procedures, conducting pub- committed for state electricity boards, only one-
lic hearings, and assessing tariff adjustment quarter has been disbursed, with the balance
cases from an efficiency perspective. canceled because covenants and other comI-

• Transferring staff, assets, and liabilities from mitments could not be met.
a single entity to several new corporations,
and delineating new service territories for the The second challenge is to break a vicious circle.
distribution companies. Farmers and other consumers will pay higher

M Procuring additional power of about 3,000 rates as long as they see more and better-quality
megawatts, largely from private sources and power and do not bear the costs of inefficien-
through competitive bidding, in five to eight cies. Experience in Rajasthan bears this out: a
years. scheme in which farmers without electricity but

* Privatizing distribution, which will require ready to pay the full cost for it will receive in-
carrying out extensive preparatory work (as- mediate service connections (rather thian wait-
set valuation, financial viability analysis, for- ing for years) has elicited broad interest. In most
mulation of bidding documents), defining a states farmers use diesel generators as a backup
privatization strategy, negotiating joint ven- or substitute for grid-supplied power, produc-
tures, and dealing with labor, legal, and other ing power at a much higher cost (3.5 to 4 ru-
complex issues. pees per kilowatt-hour) than that for power from

• Executing an investment program over the the grid (about 0.6 rupee). Thus the acceptability
next ten years of about US$1.8 billion, five of the reforms and the state government's abil-
to six times the size of the Electricity Board's ity to sustain them are directly linked to progress
past programs. in improving the quantity and quality of sup-

ply. The highest priority for the government is
One indication of the complexity of the pro- therefore to undertake early investments that
gram is the amount of technical assistance re- will reduce system losses-and thereby reduce
quired. Despite all the benefits that Haryana is the tariff hikes needed to cover costs-improve
gaining through learning from the Orissa ex- power supply, enhance revenue collection, and
perience, the technical assistance budget ex- lower energy requirements through end-use ef-
ceeds US$30 million. ficiency improvements.

Mitigating risk The third challenge is to deal with the uncer-
tainties and complexity of such a reform pro-

Mitigating the risks of the reform program poses gram. Clearly, it would have been impossible
challenges not only for the reformers in to define at the beginning of the program all
Haryana, but also for the Bank (as adviser and the parameters of the policy measures and of
partner to the state government) and for the the physical components of the Bank's support
bilateral agencies that have agreed to provide -something that would have been required
assistance.' The first challenge was to set the using existing Bank loan instruments.
right expectations. The state government
needed to get the assurance of long-term fi- What is different about the adaptable
nancial support and it needed to deliver better program loan?
service early in the reform process to show
that something concrete was happening. But The situation Haryana's government faces is not:
from the Bank's perspective it was important unique. The Bank recognized its clients' need
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for a new instrument allowing a long-term com- sions, the second loan, of US$150 million to
mitment from the Bank to support long-term US$200 million, could be extended in late 1998
programs and policies, early support to help or early 1999. This loan would be aimed at help-
overcome initial difficulties, and flexibility to ing to sustain the major reforms and supporting
benefit from the lessons of experience and adapt tariff adjustments, notably for power supplied
to evolving situations-something existing in- to agriculture. The loan would finance the con-
struments did not allow for. The adaptable pro- tinuation of the investment program in trans-
gram loan is the instrument it developed to meet mission; basic distribution equipment (meters,
this need. transformers, capacitors) and the rehabilitation

of more distribution segments; and demand-side
Adaptable loan structure management and energy conservation measures

(such as replacing inefficient water pumps) to
In January 1998 the Bank's board of directors ease the impact of rural tariff increases.
endorsed Haryana's reform program and ap-
proved a first loan of US$60 million as part of a
long-term assistance program of up to US$600 A significant difference between the
million, dispersed over eight to ten years. The
subsequent loans for which the board has del- traditional and adaptable program loans
egated approval authority to the Bank's manage-
ment (subject to certain procedural conditions) lies in the way commitmentsfrom the
will be processed once agreed milestones have
been achieved. clients are handled.
The loan was approved after the state govern-
ment had demonstrated its political commit- The second loan's schedule and amount will
ment to reforms. It had conducted an extensive depend on progress in the investments financed
public debate on the reform program, and the under the first loan, new investment require-
State Assembly had passed the Haryana ments, the pace of procurement decisions, and
Electricity Reform Bill, a major step in imple- contributions from other sources (Japan's Over-
menting the reform. (A standard lending op- seas Economic Cooperation Fund and Germany's
eration would have required much more KfW are actively considering financing part of
progress on the reform agenda before com- the second phase of Haryana's investment pro-
mitment of a Bank loan. But that would have gram). The milestones that Haryana's govern-
delayed Bank support at a time when this sup- ment will have to achieve before this loan is
port is critical.) The loan will help finance in- committed include establishing the regulatory
vestments in transmission and distribution to commission and the new power utilities, com-
increase the supply and quality of power in pleting the financial restructuring, and achiev-
selected areas where the results will be most ing significant progress toward privatization of
visible. It will also finance improvements in the first distribution company.
customer service (for example, in the opera-
tion of complaint centers and in billing proce- A third loan, for about US$200 million, could
dures) and new safety equipment for staff. be committed in 2001 or 2002. This loan would
Several bilateral donors have agreed to finance support the expansion and rehabilitation of the
a comprehensive program of technical assis- transmission and distribution network. Again,
tance to start the institutional development of the schedule and amount of the loan will de-
the new power sector entities.2 pend on progress in the reform and investment

programs and the sector's ability to mobilize fi-
If Haryana's government keeps its current reform nancing from other sources. The loan would be
schedule and makes timely procurement deci- committed once most of the distribution busi-
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ness has been privatized, tariffs have been ad- in tranches, after specific conditions have been
justed to meet agreed financial targets, and all met, not against expenditures, so the link be-
other reforms have been implemented as agreed. tween the physical components of the invest-

ment program and the reform prograrn woul(d
Depending on the sector's needs, one or two have been lost. Extending a sectoral adjustment
more loans amounting to about US$200 mil- loan over ten years would have been too long
lion would be committed around 2004-05. As for this type of instrument (and a commitment
with the previous loans, the schiedule and to provide several shorter loans would n-ot have
amount of these loans would be based on been possible), and the commitment fees paid
progress in implementing the reforms and re- by Haryana's government would have been very
lated investments. The milestones triggering high. And, finally, the conditions under which
these loans have been broadly defined. They the tranches can be released would mean the
include full privatization of distribution, full res- loss of an important element of flexibility.
toration of the sector's creditworthiness, and
further evolution of the power industry (for A further significant difference between these
example, toward a multiple-buyer model). traditional loans and the adaptable program

loans lies in the way commitments from cli-
Investment and sectoral adjustment loans ents are handled. In the traditional approach

these commitments are covenanted in the le--
The adaptable loan offers several advantages gal agreements among the Bank, the borrow, er,
over the Bank's investment loans and sectoral and the beneficiary institutions. Under an adapt--
adjustment loans to address situations like able program loan the commitments are mile-
Haryana's. The standard investment loan covers stones that trigger the processing of subsequent
only about five years and is committed only loans. A covenant and a milestone are two very
after a number of reform measures have been different things. A covenant is part of a set of
completed, in an attempt to ensure irrevers- legal commitments on which the Bank has
ibility of the reform. This is the approach used premised its decision to lend. A borrower's fail-
to support the pioneering Orissa power sector ure to meet a covenant constitutes a breach of
reform; a US$350 million investment loan was commitment, and the Bank may have to take
approved by the Bank in 1996, when the adapt- remedial actions, including suspending dis-
able program loan was not yet available. With bursement and canceling loans. These actions
strong political support from the start and com- are essentially punitive and almost inevitably
mitment from reform-oriented administrators, lead to difficulties in the dialogue between the
Orissa was able to take the up-front measures Bank and the borrower.
that enabled the Bank to approve the loan.
Some of the circumstances under which the A milestone is a target set by the borrower that
reform was initiated in Orissa were unique: the Bank has agreed to consider a trigger for
agriculture's share of the power market is quite processing subsequent loans. The decision to
low (about 7 percent of power sales), tariffs achieve this target rests exclusively with the
have been regulatory adjusted, and the state borrower, and availing itself of a loan from the
does not incur power shortages to the same Bank is only one of the factors in that deci-
extent as other states, including Haryana. sion. If achievement of the milestone is de-

layed, additional lending may be postponed,
A World Bank sectoral adjustment loan might, but the onus will rest with the client.
by contrast, be used, when a country faces bal-
ance of payments problems. For Haryana this The benefits
lending instrument would have been less appro-
priate than an adaptable program loan for several From the Bank's point of view this proposed
reasons. A sectoral adjustment loan is disbursed approach greatly mitigates the implementation
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risk: its initial financial commitment is limited,
and additional commitments are contingent on
the completion of concrete reform steps. But
once each loan is committed, the funds will
normally remain available for disbursement
unless there is a clear indication that the re-
form program is being reversed or there is a
continuous beach of basic covenants. A slow-
down in reform would defer the next loan, but
support to investments initiated under preced-
ing loans may not be affected. That ensures
continuing support to Haryana during times of
difficulty in implementing reform, even if ad-
ditional lending remains on hold.

The progress of the reform program will de-
pend on how well Haryana can manage mul-
tiple constituencies to maintain a consensus for
reform. The adaptable program loan approach
will enhance the reform program's chances of
success if the flexibility of the loans and of the forum intended to

milestones can be maintained, so that Haryana's encourage dissemina-

government. not strict dated covenants, deter- tion of and debate on
ideas, innovations, andmines the timing of controversial actions. This best practices forex-

flexibility provides important reassurance to the panding the private

government, and to other states governments, sector. The views pub-
liohed are those of thethat the Bank will remain an active partner in authors and should not

the reform program, including during times of be attributed to the

trouble. World Bank or any of its
affiliated organizations.
Nor do any of the con-

The proposed power reforms could have an clusions represent
important demonstration effect. Haryana is a official policy of the

World Bank or of itshigh-profile agricultural state near Delhi. If suc- Executive Directors

cessful, the program could help trigger reforms or the countries they

in other agricultural states facing similar prob- represent.
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